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Spelling Skills: Bottom–line Expectations by Year Level 

 

After one year at school 

 

Phonemic Awareness skills 

 

1. Students can recognise rhyming words and can produce words that rhyme with target one-

syllable words 

For example: Which word rhymes with Ben, is it Dan or pen? 

What are some more words that rhyme with Ben? 

 

2. Students can clap/break two and three syllable words into syllables 

For example: How many claps can you hear in: window (2), ambulance (3), toast (1), teddy 92), 

helicopter (4), tomato (3), caterpillar (4), dog (1) 

 

3. Students can break one syllable words (or syllables) made up of up to 4 sounds into 

individual sounds 

For example: How many sounds can you hear in: an (2), dog (3), boat (3), nest (4), in (2), bug (3), 

stop (4) 

 

USE:  Appendix C,  Switch on to Spelling 

  Word Detective Games     

 

4. Students can pronounce all sounds of English and hear them in different positions in words 

(beginning, end and middle of words) 

For example:  What is the sound you can hear at the beginning of these words?    

ship, show, shake – ‘sh’ 

What is the sound you can hear on the end of these words?   door, pour, saw – ‘or’. 

Where can you hear the ‘or’ sound in these words – at the beginning, the middle or the end? 

August, for, corn, awful, shore, walk 

 

TEACH: three to five sounds per week.    

USE: Singing the Sounds of English music CD – use the verses to group the sounds you will teach  

  for the week  

  Choose the Word-level readers that focus on your target sound and read the story, then ask 

  students to recall words containing the target sound or choose words from the story and ask 

  them where in the word the target sound occurs. 

 

Phonics knowledge 

 

1. Students can write most sounds of English one way 

For example:  They achieve at least 35/42 when completing Assessment 2 (Sound to Letter 

assessment) in Switch on to Spelling. 

They can write most of the sounds they hear in words in an appropriate way. 
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2. Students show that they understand the alphabetic principle – that words are made up of 

sounds and that sounds can be written down using letters of the alphabet. 

For example:  Students writing shows that they can break words into sounds and write the sounds 

they can hear in an appropriate way OR students complete Assessment 3 (Pseudoword Assessment) 

in Switch on to Spelling and using a scoring system of one point per sound recorded appropriately 

(but not necessarily correctly) achieve 70/90. 

 

3. Students show that they understand that the same sound can be written in different ways 

For example:  Students writing shows them using a c to spell the ‘k’ sound in cat (cat)and a k to spell 

the ‘c’ in catch(katch); an or to spell the ‘or’ in door (dor) and an aw to spell the ‘or’ sound in corn 

(cawn). 

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling Stage 1 teaching notes, Topics 1-7 

  Display the Sound Frieze 

  Use the Sounds and Words desktop card during writing and proofreading 

  Use the A3 Our Class Sound Dictionary to illustrate sound-spelling pattern relationships 

  Use My Sound Spelling Dictionary to record words for writing 

 

Knowledge of word structure  

 

1. Students can add an s to nouns to make them into plurals. 

 

2. Students can add ed to the end of verbs to indicate past tense. They can pronounce ed in  

  three different ways – ‘t’, ‘d’, ‘id’ 

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling Stage 1 teaching notes, Topic 8 

 

 

High-frequency word knowledge 

 

1. Students can correctly write high-frequency words that are spelled with regular one sound-

one letter relationships (from any essential list). They may find words ending in a final blend more 

difficult (find, just, jump etc). 

For example: an, and, but, had, just, not, us, if, did, fun, bed, bus, find, jump, lot, run, bad, stop. 

 

2. Students can write 30 to 50 of the most high-frequency words through accessing visual 

memory – these words include words that use common digraphs. 

For example:  that, then, they, when, about, down, home, with and words with spelling patterns 

that are not as common or are less regular, such as there, because, said. 

 

USE: First Hundred High-frequency Word Cards with Talking Pen 
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Proofreading skills 

 

1.  Students can find target high-frequency words in their own writing or when reading. 

For example:  Writing - Who can find / who used the word they in their writing today?   Read aloud 

your sentence.  Did your they look like this? (Hold up a card with the word they on it)  Did you have a 

th for the ‘th’ sound and an ey for the long ‘a’ sound.  If you didn’t, you can fix it now. 

Reading - Who can find the word they on this page of our story?   How do we know that word says 

they?   There’s the th for the ‘th’ sound and the ey for the long ‘a’ sound – th  ey. 

 

USE: First Hundred High-frequency Word Cards 

  My Sound Spelling Dictionary 

  Sounds and Words card 

 

ASSESSMENTS 

Writing samples – for evidence of students’ ability to record sounds, in sequence, in unfamiliar 

words in an appropriate way; for evidence students understand sounds can be written in different 

ways; for evidence that students are able to access the images of some irregularly spelled high-

frequency words to spell them correctly. 

 

Assessment 2, Switch on to Spelling (Sound to Letter test)- for evidence that students can record 

most of the sounds of English  

 

Assessment 3, Switch on to Spelling (Pseudoword Test) – for evidence that students can record all 

sounds in sequence in unfamiliar one-syllable words 
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After two years at school 

 

Phonemic Awareness skills and Phonics Knowledge 

 

1.  Students can attempt to spell any word in their spoken vocabularies by breaking it into 

syllables, breaking syllables into individual sounds and by recording sounds, in sequence, in an 

appropriate way. 

For example: helicopter is written halecopta; escalator is written eskilater; caterpillar is written 

catapulla 

 

USE: Display the sound frieze  

  Provide the Sounds and Words card during writing 

  Use Our Class Sound Dictionary Posters to show what sounds can look like 

  Use Appendix C, Switch on to Spelling to practise phonemic awareness skills 

 

2. Students show a developing knowledge of diverse sound-letter (phoneme-grapheme) 

relationships. 

For example: They choose alternate spellings for the same sound, although not always correctly – 

ground and clowd. 

3. Students can discriminate between short and long vowel sounds at the start of words (apron 

and agent have long ‘a’ sounds, apple and ambulance have short ‘a’ sounds) and identify long vowel 

sounds on the end of words (away and play end with a long ‘a’ sound, me, three and baby end with a 

long ‘e’ sound). 

 

4. Students can record both sounds in initial double blends  

 

USE: The sound frieze  

  The Sounds and Words card during writing 

  Our Class Sound Dictionary Posters to show what sounds can look like 

  Appendix C, Switch on to Spelling to practise phonemic awareness skills 

  Singing the Sounds of English music CD to reinforce correct pronunciation of sounds 

 Word-level readers that focus on your target sound.  Students read the story, 

  then find the words containing the target sound, write them on cards and group them by  

  the way the sound is spelled. 

  Switch on to Spelling teaching notes, Stage 1 (topics 1-7) and/or Stage 2 (Topics  

 

Knowledge of word structure 

1. Students show an awareness of some spelling conventions. 

For example: They spell the ‘t’ sound on the end of jumped and the ‘d’ sound on the end of banged  

with ed; they add s when a word is a plural (boys, cats) and  show some awareness of other ways of 

spelling plurals –(fishes, children) 
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2. Students use spelling conventions they have been taught. 

For example: They spell most words with a short ‘u’ inside a syllable with u (cup, mud, rush, bus), 

and words with a short ‘u’ as a syllable on its own with a (around, about, again, a). 

USE: Switch on to Spelling Stage 1, Topic 8 and Stage 2 Topic13, 14. 

 

 

High-frequency word knowledge 

 

Students can write many high-frequency words correctly – words that have regular spelling patterns 

(and, but, jump) and words that have irregular or less well-known spelling patterns (they, there, 

because). 

 

USE: Ideas for teaching high-frequency words from Switch on to Spelling, pages 35, 167, 268. 

 

 

Proofreading skills 

 

Students can locate proofreading targets in their writing and correct them with support if necessary. 

For example: Find all the plural words in your writing; the words that mean past tense; these high-

frequency words (they, was, were, where).  

 

 

USE:  Ideas for teaching Proofreading skills from Switch on to Spelling, pages 160, 266. 

  Use alphabetically organised high-frequency word lists in the back of My Sound Spelling 

  Dictionary  

  Use Sounds and Words card or Sounds for Spelling/Words for Writing cards. 

 

 

ASSESSMENTS 

Writing samples – for evidence of students’ ability to record sounds, in sequence, in unfamiliar 

words in an appropriate way; for evidence students understand sounds can be written in different 

ways; for evidence that students are able to access the images of many irregularly spelled high-

frequency words to spell them correctly. 

Assessment 2, Switch on to Spelling (Sound to Letter test)- for evidence that students can record the 

sounds of English.  

Assessment 3, Switch on to Spelling (Pseudoword Test) – for evidence that students can record all 

sounds in sequence in unfamiliar one-syllable words in appropriate ways. 

 

Assessment 4, Part 1 – for evidence that students can record both sounds in initial, double blends. 
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After three years at school 

Phonemic Awareness skills and Phonics Knowledge 

 

1. Students write any words they wish to use from their spoken vocabulary without being 

restricted by the thought – ‘Do I know how to spell it?’   Most words have all sounds represented in 

sequence, written in an appropriate way. 

For example: orfull for awful, cerkis for circus, gorgis for gorgeous, enormis for enormous  

 

2. Students use a variety of different spelling patterns for sounds that are commonly written 

diversely, although they may not be correct for the words. 

For example: A saw foot, you poor thing, I thort of an idea, I cort a fish. 

3. Students can isolate sounds in words and identify their spelling patterns. 

For example: The long ‘a’ is in the middle of the word train and it is written ai; the long ‘a’ is the last 

sound in they and it is written ey; the long ‘a’ is the first sound in apron and it is written a. 

 

4. Students can discriminate between long and short vowel sounds in any position in a word. 

For example: Sort these words into two groups – those that contain a short ‘e’ sound and those that 

contain a long ‘e’ sound. 

leaf, pet, field, fever, friend, pen, family, eagle, effort, baby, best, me  

pet, friend, pen, effort, best are short ‘e’ words 

leaf, field, fever, family, eagle, baby, me are long ‘e’ words  

 

5. Students can write both sounds in most double blends in initial, final and medial positions in 

words.  

For example: start, gasp, explain 

 

USE: Sounds/Spelling Patterns poster 

  Sounds for Spelling/Words for Writing card during writing 

 Appendix C, Switch on to Spelling to practise phonemic awareness skills 

  Word-level readers that focus on your target sound.  Students read the story, 

  then find the words containing the target sound, write them on cards and group them by  

  the way the sound is spelled. 

  Switch on to Spelling teaching notes, Stage 2, Topics 1-12. 

 

Knowledge of word structure 

 

Students demonstrate a growing knowledge of spelling conventions and begin to  use them 

appropriately in their writing. 

For example: They use s and es correctly for spelling plurals (cats, boys, cars, fishes, churches, 

potatoes, buses); can spell most common contractions correctly (it’s, I’ll, you’ll, he’s); can add 

suffixes beginning with a vowel to words ending in a final e correctly ( make, making, bike – biked); 
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can add suffixes correctly by doubling the final consonant in words that end with short 

vowel/consonant patterns (bat – batted, run – running).  

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Stage 2, Topics 13, 14. 

 

High-frequency word knowledge 

 

Children can accurately spell most high-frequency words they regularly use. 

 

Proofreading skills 

 

1.  Students can locate class-wide proofreading targets. 

For example: Find all (plurals, contractions, words ending with suffixes etc.) and apply this strategy 

(explain strategy) to make sure they are spelled correctly. 

 

2. Students can find and fix their own personal proofreading targets. 

For example: Find every they, was, friend and make sure it is correctly written; find every 

contraction and make sure the apostrophe is in the correct place.  

 

USE: Ideas for teaching Proofreading skills from Switch on to Spelling (pages 31, 160, 266, 390) 

  Alphabetically organised high-frequency word lists in the back of My Sound Spelling 

  Dictionary  

  Sounds for Spelling/Words for Writing cards 

 

ASSESSMENTS 

Writing samples – for evidence of students’ ability to record sounds, in sequence, in unfamiliar 

words in an appropriate way; for evidence students understand sounds can be written in different 

ways and are beginning to understand when to use particular spelling patterns in some words; for 

evidence that students are able to access the images of most high-frequency words they use 

regularly to spell them correctly; for evidence that students can write both sounds in double blends 

wherever they appear in a word. 

Assessment 3, Switch on to Spelling (Pseudoword Test) – for evidence that students can record all 

sounds in sequence in unfamiliar one-syllable words in appropriate ways 

Assessment 4, Part 2, Switch on to Spelling – for evidence that students can record both sounds in 

initial and final double blends 

 

Assessments 5-8 , Switch on to Spelling – for pre and post testing of knowledge of spelling 

conventions (contractions, plurals, adding suffixes, identifying graphemes in words) – if needed. 
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After four years at school 

Phonemic Awareness skills and Phonics Knowledge 

 

1. Students can record any word in their spoken vocabulary, spelling sounds in sequence in 

appropriate ways. 

 

2. Students demonstrate an increasing knowledge of different ways of spelling  sounds when 

writing unfamiliar words. 

 

3. Students can write double and triple blends correctly in initial, medial and final positions in 

words, representing all sounds in each blend. 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Stage 2, Topics 1-12 and/or Stage 3,Topics 1-8. 

 

Knowledge of word structure 

 

Students demonstrate a growing knowledge of several common spelling conventions (adding 

suffixes to long and short vowel syllables and to words ending in y; contractions; simple and more 

complex plurals; possessive apostrophes; conventions for spelling sounds where reliable rules apply 

- ‘ow’, ‘oy’, ‘k’ sounds for example) and begin to use them appropriately in their writing. 

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Stage 3, Topics 9-13. 

 

High-frequency word knowledge 

 

Students can accurately spell most high-frequency words they wish to use in their writing. 

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Pages 268, 393. 

 

Proofreading skills 

 

Students are beginning to use strategies to proofread for spelling errors and to find ways to correct 

errors identified. 

For example:  After writing, student searches for high-frequency words he commonly misspells and 

uses an alphabetical list of high-frequency words to check for correct spelling.  Student searches for 

words that end in a suffix and checks that the correct rule has been applied for changing the spelling 

when adding the suffix.  

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Pages 390, 391. 
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ASSESSMENTS 

 

Writing samples – for evidence of students’ ability to record sounds, in sequence, in any word they 

want to write, in an appropriate way; for evidence students understand sounds can be written in 

different ways and are beginning to use some of the conventions for spelling them; students spell 

most blends – double and triple- correctly in familiar and unfamiliar words; students show a growing 

understanding of the rules and conventions behind the spelling of plurals, words containing suffixes, 

contractions and possessive apostrophes. 

 

 

Assessment 9, Switch on to Spelling  
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After six years at school 

Phonemic Awareness skills and Phonics Knowledge 

 

1.  Students can write any word in their spoken vocabulary recording all sounds in appropriate 

ways. 

 

2. Students can write all sounds of English in a variety of ways. 

For example: Write the ‘ow’ sound in two different ways; write the long ‘i’ sound in 4 different ways; 

write the ‘sh’ sound in 6 different ways. 

3.  Students can identify graphemes in words. 

For example: What are the spelling patterns for ‘sh’ in station, ocean, cautious, special. 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Topics 1-8, OR 

  Spelling Under Scrutiny, Topics 1-8 

 

 

Knowledge of word structure 

 

1. Students apply known spelling rules and conventions to their writing.   These may relate to 

selecting the most appropriate spelling pattern for a sound or applying a rule for adding suffixes, 

using possessive apostrophes, writing plurals and so forth. 

For example: Most words that contain common spelling rules and conventions that have been 

taught are spelled correctly – either as the student writes the word, or during proofreading for 

errors. 

 

2.  Students show a developing awareness of morphemes (root words, prefixes and suffixes) in 

words, that influences their spelling attempts. 

 

3.  Students can verbalise the reasons for spelling words in particular ways. 

For example: I used ai to spell the long ‘a’ in explain because it is a long vowel sound inside a syllable 

so I knew it needed to be a two vowels pattern.  It could have been ai or a_e but when I wrote it out, 

ai looked right. I spelled greatest with an est (even though it sounds like ‘ist’) because I know that 

est means the most and greatest means the most great.  

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Topics 9-13, OR 

  Spelling Under Scrutiny, Topics 9-17 

 

High-frequency word knowledge 

 

Students write high-frequency words and most other common words correctly. 

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Pages 268 and 393, OR 

  Spelling Under Scrutiny, Page 376 
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Proofreading skills 

 

Students know about and can use a range of proofreading strategies to correct their spelling after 

writing.  They can verbalise the strategies they use to find spelling errors. 

For example: I look for words that don’t look right and think about the sounds they contain and the 

structure of the word to see what part might need to change.  If I can’t decide if the word looks right 

or not, I think about the sounds and structure to see if anything needs to change.   I can use a 

dictionary to check the spelling when I am sure the beginning of the word is spelled correctly. 

 

USE: Switch on to Spelling, Pages 390, 391, OR 

  Spelling Under Scrutiny, Chapter 4, page 356 

 

ASSESSMENTS 

Writing samples – for evidence of students’ ability to record sounds, in sequence, in any word they 

want to write, in an appropriate way; for evidence students understand sounds can be written in 

different ways and are using known conventions for spelling them; students show a depth of 

knowledge of the rules and conventions behind the spelling of plurals, words containing suffixes, 

contractions, possessive apostrophes. 

 

Assessment 9B, Switch on to Spelling 

 

Gap Analysis Assessment 1, Spelling Under Scrutiny 

 

Pseudoword Test, Spelling Under Scrutiny (if necessary) 
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After eight years at school 

Phonemic Awareness skills and Phonics Knowledge 

 

1. Students write all words they wish to use in their writing in appropriate ways. When writing 

unfamiliar words, the can record every sound using knowledge of diverse spelling patterns for 

sounds and knowledge of conventions for choosing the correct pattern if one exists. 

 

USE: Spelling Under Scrutiny, Topics 1-8 

 

Knowledge of word structure 

 

1. Students can use most common spelling rules and conventions to spell words correctly as 

they write or after they have written, as they proofread. 

 

2. Students use a growing knowledge of morphology and etymology to assist their spelling 

attempts. 

For example: They know to spell health to match the root word heal, despite the difference in  

pronunciation.  

 

3. Students are aware of and can use more complex rules for adding some suffixes to words. 

For example: When words end in de, se or te, these endings are dropped before the tion and sion 

suffixes are added. 

decide – deci/sion, invade – inva/sion; confuse – confu/sion, inflate – infla/tion, hydrate- hydra/tion 

 

4. Students know about different syllable structures and can use appropriate vowel spelling 

patterns for different syllable types.   They can use this knowledge of vowel spelling patterns and 

syllable types to assist their decoding attempts. 

 

USE:  Spelling Under Scrutiny, Topics 9-17 

Proofreading skills 

 

Students can effectively apply a range of proofreading strategies to correct most spelling errors after 

writing. 

 

USE:  Spelling Under Scrutiny, Chapter 4, page 356 

 

ASSESSMENTS 

Writing samples – for evidence of students’ ability to record sounds correctly in most words they 

write; students show a depth of knowledge of the most common rules and conventions that 

influence the spelling of the words they write. 

Gap Analysis Assessment 1, 2 or 3, Spelling Under Scrutiny 

Pseudoword Test, Spelling Under Scrutiny (if necessary)  


